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Summary

Young people today face surveillance unlike any previous generation, at home, at school, and everywhere in between. Constant use of technology while their brains are still developing makes them uniquely vulnerable to privacy harms, including identity theft, cyberbullying, physical risks, algorithmic labeling, and hyper-commercialism. A lack of privacy can ultimately lead children to self-censor and can limit their opportunities. Already-vulnerable populations—who have fewer resources, less digital literacy, or are non-native English speakers—are most at risk.

Congress and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have repeatedly considered efforts to better protect children’s privacy, but the next administration must ensure that this is a priority that is actually acted upon by supporting strong privacy laws and providing additional resources and authority to the FTC and support to the Department of Education (ED). The next administration should also establish a task force to explore how to best support and protect students. And the FTC should use its current authority to increase its understanding of the children’s technology market and robustly enforce a strong Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) rule.

Challenge and Opportunity

Young people live in an always-on culture where they are constantly connected—and required to be to get an education—and where powerful tech interests take advantage of young people’s hardwired instinct to share. They are early adopters of new and often inexpensive technology, with safety and privacy features that are often an afterthought. The privacy of all individuals is an urgent challenge that must be addressed, and that the next administration and Congress should prioritize. Furthermore, policymakers must explicitly consider the unique vulnerabilities of children and teenagers. The United States is long overdue to increase privacy protections for children, and to add them for teenagers, who are presently ignored under federal law. The U.S. is increasingly falling behind in its protections, and it is critical that policymakers protect privacy at home, at school, and everywhere in between.

Young People are Spending More Time Online and are Uniquely Vulnerable

Children and teenagers are spending more time online and on connected devices. Kids under age 8 spent an average of 38 minutes a day on mobile devices in 2017, up from 15 minutes a day in 2013. In 2019, a majority of 11-year-olds owned smartphones; compared with less than a third in 2015. In 2019, more than twice as many tweens and teens watched online videos every day than in 2015, and the average time spent watching videos roughly doubled. Furthermore, even before the pandemic, young people were increasingly required to use technology for
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1 See, e.g., the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR); Brazil’s General Data Protection Law (LGPD); UK’s Age-Appropriate Design Code.
school. In 2019, tweens and teens were twice as likely to use computers every day for homework than they were in 2015.³

Young people are emotionally and cognitively different than adults in ways that exacerbate the risks of their extensive time online. Children and teenagers lag behind adults in conceptualizing privacy, making sense of online data flows, understanding terms of service, and recognizing advertisements.⁴ Young people’s developing brains, which have trouble comprehending the persuasive intent of advertisements and understanding long-term consequences, let alone complicated data ecosystems, are no match for advanced profiling and analytics techniques. Both young children and teenagers are prone to overshare; the former are unable to understand the meaning of their actions while the latter are more likely to engage in risky behavior.⁵ This leaves children and teenagers at risk from hyper-commercialism, physical safety concerns, heightened emotional and behavioral harms, cyberbullying, identity theft, manipulation, and algorithmic labeling and limiting that can impact their current and future opportunities. Indeed, heavy social media usage in youth has been associated in some studies with an elevated chance of suicidal ideation, a leading cause of death among older children and teenagers today.⁶ Risks appear to be greater for individuals in families with lower levels of education, with some studies showing that children of parents without college degrees are at higher risk for privacy violations.⁷ Furthermore, awareness of surveillance and privacy exposure can lead young people to self-censor or to limit their attempts to engage with or understand the world. Technology can “surveil, sort and steer people on a massive scale”⁸; it can also suppress speech and behavior, especially from young people.
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The School Zone Should Be a Privacy Zone

Privacy concerns are particularly acute in the educational space, both because of the sensitivity of the information and the context in which it is shared. Educational records often contain highly specific data, such as social security numbers, mental health assessments, and the financial status of families. Indeed, both children’s data and educational data are considered sensitive in their own right. Further, the fiction of notice, choice, and consent that persists in the consumer context becomes pure fantasy in the educational context. Parents and students have little understanding about how technology chosen by districts and teachers may collect, process, or share information. And they rarely have a choice—actual or perceived—as to whether or not to engage with a service. Schools, meanwhile, may choose services that offer features and functionality at low prices while not considering the ramifications for students’ privacy. Or they may lack the resources to fully vet programs they plan to implement for hundreds or thousands of students. Schools across the country lack resources to adequately secure this sensitive information; a single breach could expose thousands of students’ information. And, once again, disadvantaged families are likely to suffer disproportionately as they face additional barriers to using technology. This is particularly concerning given that an inaccurate educational record or algorithmic determination about ability or intelligence can have wide-ranging implications for a young person’s future.

The Current Crisis Exacerbates Longstanding Problems

The pandemic has pushed more people to spend more time online. Tens of millions of children in schools across the country have been forced into a virtual education experiment. The line between consumer tech and ed tech has become even blurrier, with consumer tech products designed for business use being used for preschool playgroups, often without necessary
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11 Indeed, schools with fewer resources have sometimes been quick to view experimental technology as a cheap fix, including fully virtual charters. See Benner, Meg and Campbell, Neil. 2018. “Profit Before Kids.” Center for American Progress. https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education-k-12/reports/2018/10/10/459041/profit-before-kids/.


14 See Ohm, Paul. 2015. “Sensitive Information,” S. Cal. L. Rev. 88:1125-1196. Families who are less familiar with technology may have children flagged by computer systems as struggling academically when the issue is truly a struggle with technology or connectivity.
protections in place. Individuals have disrupted online classes, child predators have found more victims, and hackers see school districts as increasingly attractive targets.

The laws protecting children and students’ information have not kept pace with technological changes. The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) was passed twenty years ago. And the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) was passed in 1974, making it over forty years old. These laws—FERPA especially—do not account for current technological realities, and they leave young people unprotected. In recent years, as other countries have moved to protect digital privacy for all—with special protections for minors—the U.S. response has been lackluster. States have had to take the initiative, especially in the area of student privacy, but almost one in five states has yet to put in place any modern student privacy laws addressing digital technology in schools. Laws that protect young people outside of school are even more lacking, though the recent California Consumer Privacy Act, which offers special protections for children up to 16, is one counterexample. State laws are an important first step, and lawmaking at the state level is generally more agile than at the national level, and can more easily keep up with shifts in technology. However, a strong federal floor would afford children equal protection and improve the regulatory climate for businesses whose products span state lines.

Congress has considered a variety of proposals—including a number of bipartisan ones—but privacy has never quite become a legislative priority. Relevant agencies have moved only haltingly on this issue. The Federal Trade Commission, which completed a rulemaking update of COPPA in 2012, has continued to enforce COPPA, including against large players (e.g., YouTube), but enforcement remains underwhelming in terms of both scope and penalties. The
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18 The 1978 Protection of Pupil Rights Amendments (PPRA) was more recently updated during No Child Left Behind, but it offers only limited protections, including some opt-out rights with respect to certain marketing and surveys.


20 California Consumer Privacy Act, Ca. Civ. Code 1798.100 et seq. (A.B. 375, 2018). Proposition 24, the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA), which California voters backed on Nov. 3, 2020, will eventually amend and replace CCPA.

FTC’s COPPA rule review efforts, announced in 2019, have been stalled due to an unexpected flood of comments from content creators, many unhappy with or misunderstanding the FTC’s YouTube case. With respect to student data specifically, the FTC held a joint workshop with the Department of Education in 2017 to address the complex question of whether and when schools can consent on behalf of parents, but a promised joint report never materialized (though both have made efforts to update non-binding guidance regarding distance learning during the pandemic). The Department of Education’s Privacy Technical Assistance Center (PTAC) was established in 2010 and has issued guidance on technology and privacy issues, such as on contracts between schools and ed tech providers, but it has little authority to provide necessary overhauls to FERPA or to ensure appropriate compliance from company vendors.

Putting in place strong privacy protections now will enable children and their families to safely make use of all that technology has to offer. Young people should feel free to play, learn, and grow—engaging with new, different, and even difficult ideas—without fear that their every move is being monitored or monetized. Schools should be educated and empowered to protect students’ privacy and personal information. And companies should have clear rules of the road when digitally interacting with young people.

Plan of Action

Legislative Initiatives

Support Strong Baseline Privacy Legislation
Congress has shown bipartisan interest in privacy, with bills that shift privacy burdens from individuals to companies, offer protective defaults, and expand FTC authority and penalties. The White House and Federal Trade Commission should encourage Congressional efforts to pass a unified, strong and comprehensive privacy bill by identifying key components and offering public support for privacy as a priority. Any legislation should at the very least: offer effective redress; grant privacy regulators APA rulemaking, civil penalty authority, and jurisdiction over the entire online ecosystem; and provide a strong national floor for privacy standards.

Support Children’s Privacy
The White House and FTC must also encourage Congress to pass strong privacy protections for youth, ideally as part of a strong comprehensive bill, or, if that is not feasible, as a standalone effort. At a minimum, protections must be extended to teenagers—ideally up to age 18—and must prohibit behavioral ad targeting to children under 13. Protections must also apply to more sites than those currently covered by COPPA; ideally sites and services likely to be accessed by
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youth would be covered, consistent with recent UK rules.23 And enforcement provisions must be meaningful. Models for these protections in the U.S. include the bi-partisan COPPA 2.0 and the Protecting the Information of our Vulnerable Children and Youth (PRIVCY) Act.

**Buttress and Support the Federal Trade Commission**
In addition to supporting expanded rulemaking authority, Congress should offer additional support to the FTC or any new regulator, including offering funding of at least $160 million for staffing commensurate with European data protection regulators.24 At the FTC, such funding could support additional technologists and attorneys in the Bureau of Consumer Protection’s Division of Privacy and Identity Protection and/or staff in a potential new technology-focused bureau.

**Expand Technology Expertise at the Department of Education and in Schools**
Congress should also offer additional support for expanding technological expertise at the Department of Education (ED), and funding for schools’ own privacy and security initiatives. At ED, such funding could support more technologists, attorneys, and staff with a background in education in the Office of Planning, Evaluation and Policy Development, including the Student Privacy Policy Office and the Office of Educational Technology. Education agencies should be supported with additional funds to hire and train privacy and security staff and implement safeguards.

**Executive Initiatives**

**Task Force on Students & Digital Learning**
The digital transformation of students’ learning requires additional consideration in order to protect their privacy. The White House should establish a task force on “Students & Digital Learning” to study technology benefits and risks, including privacy and other online harms. This should build on past stalled efforts between FTC and ED, described above, as well as Congressional efforts to modernize FERPA (including closing the directory-information loophole) and pass ed tech vendor-focused privacy legislation (such as the bipartisan Safeguarding American Families from Exposure by Keeping Information and Data Secure (SAFE KIDS) Act). The task force should include participation from the Department of Commerce, Federal Communications Commission, Bureau of Indian Education, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Department of Homeland Security, and any other needed additional experts. Some immediate goals should be to develop strong and specific privacy-protective draft legislation and updates to FERPA that apply to schools and to technology providers which collect student information.
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24 European regulators on average have 5 staffers for 1 million individuals; assuming 320 million in U.S. that is 1600 staffers and assume FTE of $100k.
The task force can also study how schools are incorporating technology and offer guidance on digital learning best practices as well as cybersecurity recommendations.  

Better Understand Children’s Technology
Section 6(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act empowers the FTC to conduct wide-ranging studies investigating opaque markets and industries. Previously, the FTC has used this authority to study markets including data brokers and patent assertion entities. It announced an investigation into broadband privacy in 2019. Recently, a bipartisan group of senators asked the FTC to study the children’s technology market and the educational technology market. Commissioners on both sides of the aisle have expressed support for 6(b) studies on the privacy and data security practices of technology companies. Now, the FTC should investigate companies’ data processing and practices, use and vetting of algorithms, commercial use of children’s information, audience information, sources of information, consumer complaints, and advertising practices. Ed tech companies should additionally be asked about transparency with schools and parents, variations and relationships between educational and commercial products, whether and how companies obtain consent under COPPA, agreements with schools, and how parents and students can access and correct information.

Robustly Enforce A Strong COPPA Rule
Following a 6(b) study of the industry, the FTC could finish its rule review of COPPA, at least with respect to non-educational questions, which, as described above, deserve additional consideration. Future rulemaking could demonstrate the FTC’s commitment to protecting children’s privacy by ensuring term definitions are as strong as possible. One term of particular importance is “actual knowledge,” as COPPA only applies to companies with “actual knowledge” of children on their sites (or sites “directed to” children). Actual knowledge is undefined in statute, and the rule should be explicitly interpreted in line with the standard legal dictionary definition, “[k]nowledge of such information that would lead a reasonable person to inquire further.” This will help prevent companies from disclaiming knowledge of children on their sites in absurd circumstances, as they do now. Rulemaking could also strengthen FTC oversight of and transparency around COPPA safe harbors.

Even with the current rule, the FTC should enforce all aspects of COPPA, including especially under-enforced provisions such as the requirement that companies do not collect more information than they need for a service, and that parents may consent to the collection but not sharing of a child’s information.\textsuperscript{29} The FTC should also ensure that penalties are meaningful and actually a deterrent. Fines must be large enough so that companies cannot profit from violating COPPA. Responsible individuals should be held accountable. Structural remedies must be sufficient to ensure corporate change. These are ideas that have already been raised by individual Commissioners;\textsuperscript{30} the White House and Congress can encourage the Commission as a whole to support these efforts by providing public cover and most importantly additional resources.

**Support Schools and Educators Implementing Technology**

As schools and districts increasingly rely on technology for all aspects of learning and administration, the Department of Education can provide additional support to education agencies: more guidance on privacy and security best practices and legal compliance; advice for students and parents regarding rights with respect to digital records (such as access, correction and portability); privacy and cybersecurity training for education professionals; consideration of equity issues with school technology and distance learning; and additional attention to the companies and services playing an increasingly outsized role in the nation’s schools.

\textsuperscript{29} Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule, 16 C.F.R. § 312.5(a)(2) and 312.7 (2013).
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